The Role of GIS in Occupational Health Practice: A New Approach
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1. Introduction

Parallel to the development of the knowledge in occupational health practice, use of various tools or systems for better understanding of the spatial mapping of exposures and diseases is inevitable. Geographic information system (GIS) is one of the most applicable softwares that can help the occupational hygienists. GIS is a common product of computer and geographic science that integrates a set of components, including hardware, software, geographic data, geographic users and methods to view and manage the data associated with specific spatial positions, analyzing the relationship between spatial data and spatial modeling processes that assists the user in data management, complex problem solving and decision making (1, 2). Therefore, use of GIS in occupational health practice programs can play an important role for better understanding of the exposure risks and making decisions for problem solving (3). Creating a spatial relation in occupational health practice such as the relationship between diseases and their distribution in different areas is so important (4, 5).

2. Geographic Information System (GIS)

Information related to geographical location called geographic information, describing the spaces on the earth (3). These data have mainly three important dimensions: the spatial dimension that answers to the question of where; the nature of the studied concerns that answers to the question of what and occasionally a third dimension of time for dynamic phenomena that answers to the question of when (1, 2). Therefore, the space dimension plays a key role in the geographic information. Location of phenomena on the earth is defined on the geographic coordinate system as the geographic latitude and longitude (2). The best method to display the geographic information is the map which through a graphical representation provides the possibility of more effective understanding of geographic information to users (4). GIS or science is a computer-based tool for analyzing and mapping spatial data (1-3). GIS, as a set of software, is a computer-based system for input, storage, manipulation, and output of geographic information that integrates hardware, software, data, user, and methods to solve the problem, make the decision, and help planning (5). These capabilities make GIS as a valuable tool for explaining events, predicting outcomes, and planning strategies in a wide range of public and private enterprises (2).

3. Fundamental Elements of GIS

GIS integrates several fundamental key elements including: hardware, software, data, users, and methods (1-4). GIS Hardware is a computer as well as a printer and other complementary devices on which GIS is set up, implemented and displayed by monitors or makes hard copies of the results (2). GIS software with different versions (such as ARC/INFO GIS) runs on a wide range of hardware types, from personal computer (PC) to laptop or even other networked configurations. GIS software provides the abilities of storing, analyzing, and displaying geographic information. Arc-Info and ArcView are two commonly used types of GIS software available commercially (3, 4). GIS data seems to be the most important element of GIS integral. A GIS tool must be able to convert point data to continuous area data and consequently, to the spatial and global data as required. Geographic and tabular data, images from aerial photographs, and maps are three common types of data presentation in GIS (2, 3). GIS users range from GIS specialists to non-special users.
such as public, environmental and occupational hygienists for their different purposes (3). GIS Methods imply on the organizational practice plan, procedures and rules governing on each organization. But some resources are believed that there are five main components to a GIS including network, hardware, software, database, and management (4). GIS network relies highly on the internet or intranet networks for quick communication and sharing the electronically information regarding topology, geography, etc. (1, 2). GIS management includes all organizational procedures and rules affecting on data management, reporting and mapping on GIS (4).

4. Functions of GIS

GIS uses different interpolation methods, mainly Kriging interpolation method, for interpolating and converting the originally point data to continuous area with adequate precision and appropriate cell size (2, 4). The map resulted from interpolation allows the possibility of analysis of data status in different parts of the desired areas on the earth (4). It is possible to determine and compare the continuous areas of obtained different classes by classification of prepared map (3). Finally, the desired contours map (contours lines) is obtained from the continuous data map using three-dimensional analysis methods presented in GIS (4). Spatial coordinates obtained within a desired area can be easily transferred to the global coordinate system (5).

5. GIS in Occupational Health Practice

Nowadays, occupational health practice is one of the most important concerns in many industrial developed and developing countries. GIS can also be used for point, surface and spatial data management, spatial analysis, configuration and visualization, and mapping in occupational health practice (6, 7). Application of GIS in occupational health practice can help the occupational hygienists to better understand and make decisions for problem solving (8). Using GIS mapping in occupational health practice is somewhat a new approach (8). GIS can be used for: noise monitoring (8, 9), noise-induced hearing loss (NIHL) screening (8, 9), ionizing and non-ionizing radiation, lighting assessment, air pollution control, air pollution dispersion models, air emissions behaviors, occupational and environmental toxins, animals health and their relationship to human health, occupational health tracking network, mapping based on the organizational patterns, exposures trends overtime, exposure modeling, occupational population at risk, occupational health services, occupational pollutants exposure mapping, acute or chronic diseases site mapping, practitioners’ demographic information, occupational risk factors assessment, occupational cancer, injury prevention, work-related musculoskeletal disorders (WMSDs) prevention, epidemiological studies, environmental toxic agents monitoring (heavy metals, mineral materials, organic materials, gases and vapors, dusts, volatile organic compounds (VOCs), plant and animal poisons), outbreak unsafe zones, emergency and preparedness response master plan, and occupational health interventions (8-10).

GIS can provide relation among human sites, pollution sources and environmental conditions on a spatial map as layer-on-layer. GIS can assist the occupational hygienists by steering in occupational health situation analysis to prevent health problems (occupational diseases or disorders) resulted from exposure to physical, chemical, ergonomic, psychological and biological harmful agents by creating spatial or global maps.

Briefly, GIS can be used in occupational health practices, mainly in occupational health situation analysis for prevention and control of health effects due to exposure to physical, chemical, ergonomic, psychological and biological harmful agents by creating spatial or global maps. Thereby, application of GIS in occupational health practices, as a new approach, can play key role in control of diseases following exposure to different harmful agents and help the occupational hygienists and managers to eliminate, control, reduce, or minimize such exposures.
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